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One of William Shakespeare’s most revered Roman plays and a tragedy that has stood 
alone in its place of magnificence in world literature, Julius Caesar is accredited to have been 
written in 1599. It portrays the 44 BC conspiracy against the Roman dictator Julius Caesar, 
his assassination and the defeat of the conspirators at the battle of Philippi. It is one among 
several plays written by Shakespeare that were based on true events from Roman history, 
others being ‘Coriolanus’ and ‘Antony and Cleopatra’. ‘Lives of the Noble Greeks and 
Romans’, written in the First century A.D. and translated by the Renaissance English writer 
Thomas North, is the source of these plays on a certain level. Shakespeare seems to have 
agreed with Plutarch’s philosophy that history is made, written and altered by the actions and 
beliefs of a few great men, that is to say the rulers, rather than by the public or the people as a 
whole. He depicted the actions of the leaders of Roman society rather than class conflicts or 
larger socio-political movements as having determined history. That being said, while 
Shakespeare focuses on these key political figures in his play, he does not ignore outright the 
fact that their power rests at least to some extent on the fickle favour of the populace. 

It is this facet of his writing that introduces to the play the concept of Classical 
Republicanism, often also called Civic Republicanism. The idea of Classical Republicanism 
developed in the Renaissance inspired by the governmental forms and writings of classical 
antiquity, especially Aristotle, Polybius, and Cicero. Classical Republicanism is built around 
concepts such as civil society, civic virtue and mixed government. Moreover, the prima facie 
ideal that this movement sought was a government that heralded the greater good of the 
people highest above all other matters. It favoured a form of government where civic liberty 
and equality was preferred over having an outright ruler. The paramount republican value is 
political liberty, understood as non-domination or independence from arbitrary power. It is 
this ideal that finds extensive portrayal in Shakespeare’s play Julius Caesar. 

Julius Caesar is immortal in the field of literature, with Shakespeare often hailed as the 
greatest playwright to have ever lived. The play, though it has many facets, can also be 
viewed through the lens of the socio-political concept of classical republicanism, with the 
events portraying its actual position and the ramifications for civic life in general. Julius 
Caesar is a valiant warrior who holds the position of dictator in the Roman Senate. He is 
shown to be an unquestioned leader-honest and devoted deeply to the people. He has 
complete support from the Romans on account of his victories for their homeland and for 
having thrice refused the crown, showing the highest regards for civic equality, a concept 
central to the idea of classical republicanism. 

However, the play shows a conspiracy by a group of Senators, most notably Caius Cassius 
who suspect that Caesar intends to overthrow the republic and establish a monarchy. Clearly, 
their suspicions are a thin veil to hide other more sinister intentions but this reason and 
falsified widespread public support are used to coerce Marcus Brutus, one of Caesar’s closest 
aides and an honourable man in Rome to join the conspiracy. Thus takes place the famous 
death scene in Act 3, with Caesar stabbed brutally at the Capitol, the last wound delivered by 
Brutus himself. Here Caesar utters the famous dialogue, “Et tu, Brute?-Then fall, Caesar” 
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before dying. This is followed by Brutus, a renowned orator, justifying the actions of the 
conspirators to the public by making a speech outlining in cold and rational, if well-crafted 
words, the reasons for the slaying of Caesar. “Romans, countrymen, and lovers! ….”, he 
begins. He notes that Caesar was a most beloved friend of his, and says that he loves Rome 
more and hence killed Caesar. He asks whether they would rather have Caesar live and be 
slaves themselves, or have Caesar be dead and live as free men. He utilises his honourable 
standing among the Roman public to leverage support for the conspirators’ cause, and the 
crowd shows him immense support at the end of his speech. He enthuses in them a spirit of 
fighting for civic liberty, and shows the killing of Caesar as having been necessary for their 
freedom. The mob is shown as hailing Brutus a hero, forgetting all that Caesar did for Rome 
in his life. Here, this support of Marcus Brutus and the conspirators can clearly be viewed as 
a categorical statement of the belief of classical republicanism-the common folk vividly echo 
their voices against the idea of a possible monarchy. 

At this point, however, comes a most curious turn: Mark Antony, a loyal friend of Caesar’s, 
is allowed to publicly mourn his death, and uses this opportunity to spur and enflame the mob 
to violence against the conspirators. 

“Friends, Romans, countrymen, lend me your ears…”, he begins, enchanting the mob with 
his emotionally laden rhetoric. His speech here in the Second Scene of the Third Act is 
perhaps the most famous piece of oratory in all of drama. He gives a graphic reminiscence of 
Caesar’s deeds and his sacrifices for the public, he reminds them of his thrice having refused 
the crown, thus refuting Brutus’s claims of Caesar’s ambition, and crafts a speech so laden 
with sarcasm that the mob is angered beyond control. He then reveals his final stratagem, 
talking of Caesar’s will, charming and heartening the crowd by telling them of the things that 
Caesar left for public use and fulfilment. This is the final nail, and the mob heaves cries of 
burning down the houses of the conspirators, who they now call traitors. Once more does the 
cry of public revolt loud resound, only it does so in support of the opposing cause this time. 

These happenings mentioned above can be seen as the playwright’s sly comment on the idea 
of classical republicanism: we see that although he shows the central, powerful figures as 
being the men that shape history, he shows them incapable of doing so without the support of 
the people. Further, he shows the people as staunch believers in civic liberty and being in 
constant opposition of arbitrary power, all honourable ideals to say the least. 

However, Shakespeare shows the Roman mob as gullible people who respond to oratory and 
rhetoric rather than any serious, well-thought regard to the future of the country. They are 
portrayed as easily swayed by mere words, moving from being Caesar’s followers to calling 
his killers honourable to actually deciding to fight and kill these same men. At best, they are a 
silly band of people who know not much about what they want-they seem to ask for freedom, 
but they exhibit an actual need, a craving for an able leader. In support of this constructive, 
one notes that regardless of what the mob states time and again, they are never truly without a 
leader, at least in the figurative sense. At first it is the mighty Caesar himself, who they value 
for his courage and sense of fairness towards all men. As soon as he is slain, they allow their 
allegiance to be turned to the conspirators who have just killed their hero. Brutus here 
becomes their leader, with actual dialogues showing the crowd to be saying that “Caesar’s 
better parts shall be crowned in Brutus”. What one must also note here is that mere 
speechmaking, and nothing else-no evidence of any sort, no legitimate reasoning- sways their 
opinion. And lastly, of course, Mark Antony, with his craftily delivered speech wins their 
hearts once again by showing them Caesar’s mortal wounds and drowning them in emotion. 
We see that the Roman people, the same people who show a willingness at all times to fight 
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for their professed liberty, are portrayed as a band of timid puppets, their strings pulled by 
masterful oratory and scheming leaders. 

It becomes quite pellucid, then, that Shakespeare was not advocating the practicality of an 
ideal such as republicanism while rejecting absolute monarchy at the same time. His disdain 
for the fickle mentality of the ever-swaying mob clearly presents itself in the actions of the 
Roman crowd. However, one may also note that the playwright does allude to the 
achievement of this ideal being the only true want of the people, no matter how impractical in 
the shrewd world of politics. Personal vendettas, political motivations and a million other 
themes have been elaborated in this play, and yet the bloody happenings leave one clear 
message, if none other: that of the importance of civic liberty, of the dire need for honest 
leaders, and of the stability of a nation depending on more than vicissitudes of fate. 
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